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A major trend in current building practice is to reduce the weight of structures. The main incentives for this trend are the scarcity of
materials and the rising costs of labor and materials. This is one of the goals of IFD (Industrial, Flexible and Demountable) way of
building which is the prevalent Dutch approach to sustainable building. One of the heaviest and most complex parts of a building is the
floor. Therefore the focus of this research is to develop a lightweight floor system. However, these lightweight floor systems are sensitive
to vibrations and are therefore, without taking measures, regarded less comfortable than heavier, more traditional floor systems. This
paper describes structural measures to increase vibration comfort. A quality measure, based on the velocity of the vibration, is used to
compare the comfort value of a structure subjected to vibrations. This quality measure includes human sensitivity for vibration that is
frequency dependent. The structural measures include intelligent coupling of structural elements and support conditions. A detailed
study on the effects of these structural measures and a design principle with improved vibration comfort will be presented.

1. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally floor systems used in
housing and office-buildings in the
Netherlands were made of stone-like
materials. These floor systems, which
can be characterized as heavy, normally
posed little problem concerning
vibrations. In recent years, in light of
sustainable building methods, the trend
is to reduce the use of materials and thus
build lighter. Lightweight structures are
however often found to be more
sensitive to vibrations. The vibrations
are caused by dynamic actions such as
walking persons or vibrating machines
such as a washing machine.
There are a number of methods for
describing the influence of a certain
vibration on a human being. Often these
methods use a criterion based on the
acceleration (peak value or average
value) or the velocity of a vibration, but
are not specifically set up for the case
described in the paper. Recently a
quality measure has been established by
TNO1 as part of a European
1TNO:

collaborative project and published
(1;2). This method is specifically suited
for the case of a lightweight floor
structure subjected to an exciting force.
The method provides both the
characteristics of the exciting force and
the influence this has on the human
being. The key aspects of this method
will be covered in section 3.
In section 2 and 4 the quality
measure for vibration comfort is used to
evaluate a large number of possible floor
structures in order to maximize
vibration comfort. All relevant
parameters with regard to a light weight
floor structure are taken into account.
This evaluation is done using a finite
element model.

2. SETUP OF VIBRATION
COMFORT STUDY
When designing a floor structure it is
mostly designed from a failure criterion
point of view. Seldom is a floor structure
designed explicitly for vibrations.
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Especially in light weight structures
this design criterion is very important.
In this section the setup of the study of
the effect on vibration comfort using
only structural measures is discussed.
Traditional floor systems usually do
not use all material optimally. This nonoptimal used material will therefore add
weight to the floor while not
contributing to the overall performance.
Light weight floor systems designs have
to optimize material use to obtain
comparable characteristics to the
traditional heavier variants while
adding little mass. Light weight floor
systems that use this strategy can be
described as being comprised of discrete
optimized components. This is the
strategy chosen for this research. The
various design parameters will be
evaluated on a discrete floor structure
that is comprised of beams and discrete
connections. The base structure will
look like a series of 1 to 5 beams parallel
to each other as shown in Figure 1.
In every variant, beam number 1 is
in the middle position and will be
excited at mid-span by a Dirac pulse.
This will introduce a vibration in beam
number 1 which in turn will excite the
other beams through various couplings.
If not defined otherwise the beams are
coupled at mid-span using a beam with
a stiffness ratio to the main beams of
10%.
The various parameters of influence
on vibration comfort can be divided
into two categories:

Figure 1.
2

1. Main beam properties
2. Geometrical properties of coupling
beams
The variants will be presented in
more detail in section 4. For each
variant a single parameter will be varied
over a range of values. For each sub step
in this parameter range the comfort
value at the mid-span of the beams will
be calculated. This will illustrate the
influence of that particular parameter
on vibration comfort.
The numerical model is modeled in
the FEM program ANSYS and a
transient analysis is performed. The
model has the following characteristics.
• Nodes in main beam: 61
• Nodes in coupling beams: 21
• Mode superposition method for
transient analysis
• Modes extracted: 20
• Output
sample
rate:
1024
samples/second
• Exiting force: 10 kN
• Coupling beams have a fixed
connection to the main beams

3. COMFORT CRITERION
The comfort criterion is ideally suited
for evaluating the vibration comfort of
floor systems due to walking people.
This method was developed and
published (1) by TNO and SBR2 and
used the results of a European research

Setup comfort study and exiting force on center of beam number 1

SBR: Stichting Bouw Research
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Figure 2.

Principle of comfort value calculation using OS-RMS90 method

(3). The method is based on calculating
the response of a floor system to a
mathematical series of walking
frequencies. Using a filter to
accommodate for human sensitiveness
to certain frequencies this method
allows accurate predictions of the
comfort level of a floor system. The
input needed for the method is the
transfer function of the floor system
under investigation. This can be
acquired by using an experimental or
numerical approach. The resulting
value, called the One Step RMS value or
OS-RMS90, is the measure for comfort
for the floor system under investigation.
As you can see the OS-RMS90 value has
the units mm/s which is a velocity, so a
lower value will indicate better
performance.
The three parts of this method will
be further discussed in the following
paragraphs as they are applied to this
paper.

3.1 TRANSFER FUNCTION
In this paper the results presented are
obtained using numerical simulations.
As mentioned above the transfer
function can be determined using
numerical methods as well as
experimental methods. Therefore the
transfer function is determined
numerically as well. To determine the
transfer function numerically you need
the Fourier transform of both the acting
force and the response of the beams in
the model. For this procedure the
matlab routine ‘fft’ is used. The
response, ut, is obtained from the
noise notes
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ANSYS output. The force transient, Ft,
is created by constructing an array filled
with zeros with just the first element
corresponding to the exciting force used
in the model, i.e. 10.000 N. By now
calculating the ‘fft’ of both transients
and dividing it using equation (1) the
transfer function, Hf, can be calculated.

Hf =

fft(ut )
fft( Ft )

(1)

This function has to be weighted to
account for human sensitivity using:
H( f ) =

1
v0

f0 = 5, 6 Hz

1
f 
1+  0 
 f

⋅Hf

(2)

v0 = 1mm/s

3.2 WALKING FUNCTION
The walking function is a function that
describes a single step of a person
walking and was determined by using a
large set of experimental data. This way
it was possible to include the parameters
of pace frequency, fp, and mass, mp, into
the function. The function is an 8th
order polynomial function given by:

(

)

8

F1−step fp , m p , t = m p g∑ K n ( fp )n t n
n =1

mp = 30, 35 …125 kg

(3)

fp = 1.64, 1.68 … 3, 00 Hz g = 9, 81 m/s 2

The factor Kn is defined for all
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Figure 3.

Generating walking function
orders, n, of the polynomial function.
The function gives the force exercised
during a single step onto the floor. This
single step has to be combined in a
series of steps as is shown in Figure 3.

3.3 CALCULATING OS-RMS90
COMFORT VALUE
After performing the first two steps you
now have the transfer function and 700
different walking functions reflecting
the combinations of the persons mass
and pace frequency. Every combination
has a certain level of probability of
occurring, Pmass,fp, and can be found by
multiplying
the
individual
probabilities, pmass and pfp, (2):
By calculating the Fourier
transform of all 700 walking functions
and multiplying these with the transfer
function from equation (2) you get the
response of the structure under
investigation. Every calculated response
has a certain probability of occurring
and by calculating the RMS value of the
response and calculating the 90%
confidence value you get the comfort
value or OS-RMS90. This value will be
used in the analysis to rate the variants.

4. COMFORT STUDY
In section 2 the setup of the comfort
study was presented. A large set of
parameters are to be investigated. As
32

reference a base configuration is used
from which never more than one
parameter will be changed in order to
study the effect of this parameter on the
comfort value. All parameters will have
a range of values which will be
investigated. The base structure has
material properties for the main and
coupling beams and in case of multiple
main beams will have a single coupling
beam at mid span. The various
parameters with their corresponding
base values and ranges of variation are
listed in Table 1. Every range is
subdivided into a suitable number of
substeps, typically 30.
In addition to the base values for
the reference structure the following
base properties have been defined:
• EIz,

stiffness weak direction
main beam: 7,6 x 106
Nmm2
• It,
torsion stiffness main
beam: 3,13 x105 mm4
• EIc, EIz;c It;c, stiffness
values
coupling beam: 10% of
corresponding
base
value main beam
• Mc,
Mass coupling beam: 0
kg/m’
• Lc,
Length coupling beam
= distance between
main beams: 1,2 m
Table 2 lists all variants regarding
volume 8 number 4
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Table 1.

Overview variants for main beam properties, 1 main beam model

Code
EIM1
MAM1
LEM1
RTS1

Parameter/varied by
EIm/a
Mass
Length
C1,2

Table 2.

Overview variants for main beam properties, multiple main beams model

Code
EIM2
EIM3
EIM5
EIC2,3,5
MAM2
MAM3
MAM5
MAC2,3,5
LEC2,3,5
LEW3,5

Parameter
/varied by
EIm / a
EIm / a
EIm / a
EIc
Mass / a
Mass / a
Mass / a
Mass
Length
Length / a

RTS2,3,5
RTM2,3,5

C1,2
C1,2

Description
Stiffness main beam
Mass main beam
Length main beam
Rotation stiffness at support

Description
Stiffness main beam
Stiffness main beam
Stiffness main beam
Stiffness coupling beam
Mass main beam
Mass main beam
Mass main beam
Mass coupling beam
Length coupling beam
Length coupling beam
constant total length
Rotation stiffness ratio
Rotation stiffness sup.

Range parameter
0,5 .. 2,0 x base
50 .. 200 kg/m’
4 .. 12 m
0 .. 106 N/rad

Distribution over beams
(beam numbers)
(1) 1+ a
(2) 1- a
(1) 1+ a
(2+3) 1- 0,5 a
(1+4+5) 1+ a
2+3) 1- 1,5 a
(1) 1+ a
(1) 1+ a
(1+4+5) 1+ a

(2) 1- a
(2+3) 1 - 0,5 a
(2+3) 1- 1,5 a

(1+3) 1,2+ a

(2+4) 1- a

2 sides

Base value
1,04 X108 Nmm2
100 kg/m’
7,50 m
0 N/rad

Range parameter
-0,5 .. +0,5 x base
-0,5 .. +0,5 x base
-0,5 .. +0,5 x base
10 .. 1x108 Nmm2
-0,5 ..+0,5 x base
-0,5 .. +0,5 x base
-0,5 .. +0,5 x base
0 .. 200 kg/m’
0,6 .... 1,8m
0,0 .. 0,6 m
0 .. 106 N/rad
0 .. 106 N/rad

main beam properties where the model
contains multiple main beams. The aim
for this series is to vary the distribution
of the specific property while keeping
the total value summed over all beams
constant.
Table 3 gives an overview of the
variants in the configuration of the
coupling beams in the multi main beam
models.

4.1 RESULTS COMFORT STUDY
For all parameters listed in tables 1,2
and 3 the comfort value, or OS-RMS90
value, was calculated at mid span of
every main beam. The results for the
variants are listed in Table 1. The x-axis
of the graph has been scaled so that the
range mentioned in the table is mapped
on a zero to one scale. The graph shows
the influence of the parameters on the
comfort value. From the graph the
general trend can be seen that a larger
noise notes
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Figure 4.

Results variants main
beam properties - single
beam (codes according to
Table 1)

beam span will increase the comfort
value or in other words worsen the
performance. The general trends
correspond to general expectations
although the influence of mass has a
somewhat remarkable influence. Over
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Table 3.
Code
RBC2,3,5

Overview variants in configuration of the coupling beams, multiple main beams
Parameter

Description
Rotation 1 coupling beam
fixed at center

Range
0 .. 3,75 m or
0 .. 16 nodes

PDC2,3,5

Position double coupling
beam

0 .. 3,75 m or
0 .. 16 nodes

PTC2,3,5

Position triple coupling beam

0 .. 3,75 m or

PPC3,5

Position partial triple
couplingbeam

PRC3,5

Rotationpartialtriple
coupling beam

the entire range the comfort value
remains more or less constant which is
contradictory to general expectations.
Some remarks can be made
regarding the results presented in
Figures 5 and 6. From the graph of the
EIC-series it can be concluded that
there is a range of values for the bending
stiffness of the coupling beam that has a
big effect on the comfort value but there
is also a value for the stiffness where
increasing the bending stiffness does
not improve the comfort value anymore.
Also in the variant concerning the mass
of the main beams show only little effect
on the comfort value. Regarding the
distance between the main beams there
seems to be no effect when these beams
are closer together than 1 m and the
effect is also most pronounced in the
34

16 nodes
0 .. 3,75 m

-1,88.. 1,88m

two beam configuration.
Some remarks can be made
regarding the results presented in
Figure 7 where the influence of the
various coupling configurations is
presented. It shows from the PDC and
PTC series that there is not a big
improvement of the comfort value when
more than 1 coupling beam is used.
There is another effect clearly visible for
these graphs. When the coupling beams
are connected to the main beams closer
than about 25% of the length to the
supports, the effect diminishes very
quickly. Also the variant concerning
partial coupling beams show that 1
coupling is equal to more coupling
beams only if the coupling beam spans
at least 2 bays.
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Figure 5,

Results variants main beam properties – multiple beams – part 1 (codes according to Table 2)

Figure 6.

Results variants main beam properties – multiple beams – part 2
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Figure 7.

Results variants geometrical properties

5. CONCLUSIONS
A comprehensive set of parameters have
been investigated regarding the
influence of the parameter on the
comfort value. The theory behind the
vibration comfort value also has been
presented.
Not
all
parameters
investigated have a big influence on the
vibration comfort of a floor system. But
some main conclusions can be stated.
• Coupling beams are very effective at
spreading the vibration and thus
improving the comfort of a floor
system for vibration. This coupling
beam has to span at least 2 bays to be
effective
36

• Two or more coupling beams do not
improve the vibration comfort
significantly compared to only one
coupling beam
• Mass does not influence vibration
comfort of a floor system
• A center to center distance of the
main beams smaller than 1 m do not
improve the vibration comfort
further
• The main parameters regarding
vibration comfort of me main beams
are stiffmess of me main and
coupling beams and the length of the
coupling beams
• The design of floor systems
consisting of main beams connected
volume 8 number 4
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with coupling beams has great
potential for light weight floor
systems with good vibration
comfort.
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HUNGER STRIKE IN PROTEST AT BARKING DOGS
A Vernon (Pa) Township man fed up with what he claims is excessive noise coming from the Dad’s Pet Care
plant near his home plans to lock himself in a sound-proof shed on his property in protest. The he will begin
a hunger strike to draw attention to his cause.

NOISY 10 YEAR OLD FOOTBALLER – POLICE CALLED
A schoolboy has been investigated by police for playing football in his own garden in Blackburn, Lancashire.
Officers went to the 10-year-old’s home after an elderly neighbour complained about the noise that the
youngster was making by kicking his ball around. They arranged an “instant restorative justice session”
between the boy and the 76-year-old woman – a measure designed to show offenders the effects of their
crime on the community. The boy has also now been given a £26 net to prevent the noise of his ball hitting a
garden fence – the cost of which will be met by taxpayers.

THE RUNAWAY TRAIN ROLLED DOWN THE COMPENSATION TRACK
A Union Pacific Railroad Company employee has filed suit against the company, alleging he was injured
because of work he performed for the railroad. John Harris has worked for Union Pacific as a locomotive
engineer since May 1973, according to the complaint filed March 31 in St. Clair County Circuit Court. Because
of his work, Harris developed carpal tunnel syndrome, cubital tunnel syndrome and neuropathy, all of which
he was diagnosed with on July 11, 2007, the suit states. Harris claims he suffered severe injuries to his hands,
wrists and arms; he claims he has been caused to undergo severe pain and suffering, incurred medical
expenses, incurred a substantial wage loss and loss of fringe benefits and experienced an impaired ability to
work. Union Pacific was negligent by failing to provide Harris with a safe place to work, by failing to provide
safe work conditions, equipment and methods, by allowing a locomotive that was not in its proper condition
and by failing to provide a locomotive that was free of conditions that endangered its crew’s safety, Harris
alleges. Union Pacific also negligently failed to properly inspect its engine for conditions that endangered the
safety of its crew, according to the complaint. Union Pacific’s engines were defective because they vibrated
excessively, plus the handles and levers on the engines were located so that Harris had to arrange his hands
in wrists in awkward positions for extended periods of time, the suit states. In the two-count suit, Harris is
seeking a judgment in excess of $150,000, plus costs.
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POLICE ATTEND MUSICAL CARD CALL-OUT
An elderly man was so annoyed at hearing the same music over and over that he called police to report
neighbours – only to find it was a musical greeting card on his own windowsill. Police said yesterday the 82year-old from Goslar in Germany told officers he was sick of the music.

TRAFFIC NOISE TOPS NUISANCE LIST
Almost one and a half million Austrians have named traffic noise as the worst form of noise pollution, a new
survey has revealed. The Austrian Traffic club (VCÖ) 1.45 million Austrians over the age of 15 cited traffic noise
as the worst noise pollution they encountered. Noise caused by neighbours came second with 345,000 saying
it annoyed them the most of all noise followed by construction noise (273,000) aviation noise (113,000) and
noise caused by trains (127,000) and trams (38,000). The VCÖ said: “Introducing low speed areas are the most
effective method of reducing traffic noise.” The body argued cars travelling 80 kilometres per hour on an
expressway appear to make half the volume of noise of vehicles going 100kph.

US BISHOP SENTENCED FOR CHURCH BELL NOISE
The bells at the Cathedral of Christ the King in Phoenix, Arizona, normally chime every hour from 8am to 8pm.
But neighbours complained that the bells, which were registered at around 67 decibels, were too loud and
rang too frequently. Bishop Richard Painter was given a 10-day suspended sentence and the judge ordered
the church to restrict its chimes to no more than 60 decibels on Sundays for two minutes and on specific
religious holidays. But Mr Painter said he would appeal the decision. Ice cream trucks are allowed to emit up
to 70 decibels in an exemption to the city’s ordinance but churches get no such exception.

CITY OF ELGIN NOISE ABATEMENT FUNDING DEAL WITH CN
Canadian National Railway (CN) has announced a voluntary mitigation agreement with the City of Elgin, Ill.,
addressing the municipality's issues with CN's acquisition of the principal lines of the former Elgin, Joliet and
Eastern Railway Company (EJ&E). CN completed the acquisition on Jan. 31, 2009, and is running trains over
the line. Under the agreement with Elgin, CN will provide funding for noise mitigation, emergency response
training, and measures to maintain existing quiet zones. CN now has voluntary mitigation agreements with
16 municipalities that are home to more than 50 per cent of the population along the EJ&E in Illinois and
Indiana. CN expects that full integration of the CN and EJ&E networks will be accomplished within three years.
As CN completes the integration and planned infrastructure improvements, it is committed to communicate
changes in a timely manner to all 33 communities affected by the acquisition.
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